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Abstract

Decision tree learning algorithms dynamically generate huge queries. Because these quer-
ies are executed often, the trade-off between meta-calling and compiling & running them has
been in favor of the latter, as compiled code is faster. However, compilation is expensive, and
experiments show that sometimes meta-call can outperform compile & run. In this paper, we
investigate alternative approaches that either improve meta-call execution, or reduce compila-
tion time without sacrificing execution speed. By embedding the meta-call we can improve its
execution by a factor of 3 to 4. We also propose a hybrid scheme of compilation and meta-call
that reduces compilation times by an order of magnitude. Our results strongly suggest that the
same techniques are worth applying in the context of decision tree learners.

1 Introduction

In the context of inductive learning, we are involved in a system named ilProlog [1], which is a
Prolog system with a WAM [8] based abstract machine emulator (written in C), and with special
support for Inductive Logic Programming (ILP). One of its features is the use of query packs [3].
Such a query pack is basically the body of a rule with no arguments, containing a huge number
of disjunctions. The query pack execution in ilProlog deals with the disjunctions in a special way,
e.g. by avoiding a branch when it has already succeeded before. These query packs are generated
dynamically by the ILP system, compiled by the underlying Prolog system, and the compiled code
is executed on a dataset (which is actually a large collection of different logic programs). This is
not an unreasonable approach, and we have indeed measured large speedups in ILP systems based
on this approach [3].

The compilation of a query pack takes in many cases more time than its execution, and since
query pack generation happens incrementally, we have investigated incremental compilation of
query packs. However, incremental query pack compilation requires a tight coupling between the
generation of a query pack and its compilation. On top of that, matters are complicated by the
fact that in between the generation phase and the compilation phase, a query pack transformation
pass can be helpful for performance reasons [4]. Maintaining the coupling between generation and
compilation in the presence of the transformations became virtually impossible, and the alternative
seemed to fall back on meta-interpretation of the generated queries as in early versions of the
system. But compilation and subsequent execution results in a speedup: folklore says indeed that
meta-interpretation is ten (or more) times slower than normal execution. So we were faced with
a choice: give up speed for added flexibility (i.e. allow query pack transformations and interpret
the resulting queries) or gain speed (by compilation) but lose the query pack transformations. We
followed another alternative and attempted to speed up meta-interpretation to the point that (full)
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compilation is no longer necessary. The result of this research is two-fold: in Section 4 we present
an extremely fast meta-interpreter that can be described in three lines of (new) abstract machine
code; in Section 5 we present a hybrid scheme in which a query pack is compiled partially: only the
control flow is compiled. The compilation times are much smaller than the full fledged compilation
described in [7], and the execution has the same efficiency as fully compiled code, or better. We
start by showing in Section 3 that, contrary to the common belief, meta-interpretation of a program
can be more efficient than the execution of compiled code for the same program.

Although our motivation lies in optimizing ILP execution systems using features such as query
packs, we will for now focus on queries containing just regular conjunctions and disjunctions. Future
work will extend the ideas to special disjunctions used in query packs. This means that this paper
is of general interest to any plain WAM implementation.

We assume knowledge of Prolog and its implementation. For a good introduction to the WAM,
see [2].

2 Background & Motivation

We will start by sketching a particular setting in which this work is relevant, namely the execution
of queries in Inductive Logic Programming.

The goal of Inductive Logic Programming is to find patterns in a large set of data (or examples).
In ILP, each example is a logic program, and the patterns are represented as logic queries. The
way in which ILP searches for these patterns is basically generate-and-test: generated queries are
run on all examples; based on the failure or success of these queries, only the ones with the ‘best’
results1 are kept and are extended (e.g. by adding a literal in the back). These newly generated
queries are in turn tested on each example, and this process continues until a satisfactory query
(or a set of queries) describing the examples has been found.

At each step, a set of queries is executed on a large set of logic programs (the examples).
Moreover, since these queries are the result of adding different literals to the end of another query,
the queries in this set have a lot of common prefixes. To avoid repeating the common parts by
executing each query separately, the set of queries is transformed into a special kind of disjunction,
a query pack [3]. For example, the set of queries

?- a, b, c, d.

?- a, b, c, e.

?- a, b, f, g.

will be transformed into the query

?- a, b, ( (c,(d;e)) ; f,g ).

However, because only the success of a query on an example is measured, the normal Prolog
disjunction might still cause too much backtracking, so the ’;’/2 has slightly different semantics in
query packs, and cuts away queries from the disjunction as soon as they succeed.

Since each query pack is going to be run on a large set of examples, it seems straightforward to
compile the query pack first, and run the compiled code on the examples. However, as mentioned in
the introduction, compilation takes more time than execution, and on top of that hinders exploiting
the incremental nature of query packs. Therefore, we will investigate alternatives for this compile
& run approach.

1which queries are best depends on the ILP algorithm.
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SICStus Prolog Yap ilProlog hProlog

compiled 15.00 22.05 19.22 13.64

call 4.91 3.91 1.68 1.59

conj call 8.95 2.63 1.14 1.00

Table 1: Normalized execution times for running a query in 3 different ways

3 Meta-call

A first alternative to executing compiled code, is to simply meta-call the query. While this might
seem a slow alternative, we will start by showing that this approach is not always unreasonable.

Consider the following program:

a :- b, f(<big_term>).

b.

...

b.

f(_) :- fail.

where predicate b has a number of alternatives, say N , and <big term> is a large term. More
specific, let N be 20, and <big term> a list of 60 different terms of the form g(0).

Suppose that we want to activate the body of a. A normal way of doing this is to query a:

?- a.

This will execute the compiled body of a. However, there are two alternatives for this. Firstly, we
can meta-call the goal which consists of the body of a as a Prolog term:

?- call((b, f(<big_term>))).

Secondly, we can also use the information we have about generated queries: they are always con-
junctions which do have a left side which is a simple (callable) goal. Instead of calling the body of
a using call, we can use a special predicate conj call, which is defined as

conj_call((X,Y)) :- !, call(X), conj_call(Y).

conj_call(X) :- call(X).

Trying these three approaches in a number of different Prolog systems and measuring the
execution time (without compilation) results in the timings shown in Table 1. The timings are
normalized with respect to the execution of conj call in hProlog. ilProlog and hProlog are two
descendants of dProlog [5]; the reason for including hProlog in the measurements is that hProlog
has an ISO-compatible meta-call like SICStus Prolog, while ilProlog and Yap do not type-check
all arguments of a conjunction to be callable goals before executing the conjunction (as the ISO
Prolog standard imposes).

In all cases, we see that the meta-call is faster than the compiled call, and that the specialized
conj call is even faster2. The explanation is simple: the construction of the <big term> is performed
over and over again in the compiled version, and not even once in the meta-called versions.

2except for SICStus Prolog: the reason is extra overhead due to the module system and term expansion.
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Since we have control over the generation of the body (it is one query from a query pack), we
can try variations like representing a conjunction as a list of its conjuncts and use a list version of
conj call :

conj_call([]).

conj_call([X|Y]) :- call(X), conj_call(Y).

This gives extra speedup in all systems, because list traversal is implemented better than conjunc-
tion traversal.

One could think that the situation can be easily improved for the compiled version, by compiling
it as if its code where:

a :- X = <big_term>, b, f(X).

However, such a transformation - although correct - can make performance worse: if b fails, the
term has been constructed in vain. Moreover, the memory requirement can become arbitrarily
larger if this transformation is performed systematically in a Prolog program.

From these results, we can conclude that compile&run is not a priori the fastest alternative,
even without taking into account the overhead of compilation. However, the normal meta-call
and the conj call do not always perform as well as the execution of compiled code, so we will try
optimizing this in the following section. Table 1 also shows that ilProlog has already excellent
meta-call performance, so any improvement on it is relevant.

4 Embedding the meta-call

To get more speedup from a specialized meta-call such as conj call, it should be implemented in
the internals of the Prolog system. One could choose to implement the specialized call completely
in the host language of the system, but it is conceptually clearer to implement a series of new
emulator instructions and to use those to implement conj call. Also, this approach results in the
same performance.

Taking into account the knowledge we have about the input to the first version of conj call, its
WAM-code is:

gettbreg A2 0

switchonterm struct=L1, else=L2 *

L1: get_structure A1 ,/2 *

unitvar A1 *

allocate 3 *

unipvar Y2 *

puttbreg A2 0

call call/1 (user) *

putpval Y2 A1 #

deallex conj_call/1 #

L2: execute call/1 *

We can make a new instruction mc switch, which performs all the actions from the instructions
labeled with *, and another new instruction mc continueconj that performs the actions of the
instructions labeled with #. The instructions labeled with 0 have no more function, and are simply
deleted. This leads to the code:
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L1: mc_switch L2

L2: mc_continueconj L1

The instruction mc switch distinguishes 2 types of terms in the first argument register: a ’,’/2
term and a goal. In the latter case, the goal is simply called. When the argument is a con-
junction, an environment is allocated, and the first argument of ’,’/2 is called with the label of
mc continueconj (passed through the argument of mc switch) as its continuation. When execu-
tion reaches mc continueconj, the environment created by mc switch is deallocated, the continu-
ation pointer is restored, and mc switch is executed with the second argument of ’,’/2.

Let’s now extend the conj call from the previous section to an embedded meta-call which can
handle disjunctions. The Prolog-code for such a predicate would be:

conjdisj_call((X,Y)) :- !, call(X), conjdisj_call(Y).

conjdisj_call((X;Y)) :- !, ( conjdisj_call(X) ; conjdisj_call(Y) ).

conjdisj_call(X) :- call(X).

Note that since the disjunctions might in turn contain conjunctions in both arguments, we cannot
assume that the first argument of ’;’/2 is a simple goal as we could with ’,’/2.

To implement this in the WAM, the mc switch instruction has to be extended, and an extra
instruction mc continuedisj is introduced. The resulting code is as follows.

L1: mc_switch L2 L3

L2: mc_continueconj L1

L3: mc_continuedisj L1

The only extension mc switch needs is the ability to handle a third type of term in the first argu-
ment register: a ’;’/2 term. In this case, a choice-point is created with the label of mc continuedisj

(passed through the second argument of mc switch) as an alternative, after which mc switch is
executed on the first argument of ’;’/2. In mc continjuedisj, the choice-point is removed, and
mc switch is executed with the second argument of ’;’/2.

For subsequent goals in a conjunction, the embedded meta-call will do a deallocate of an environ-
ment (in mc continueconj), immediately followed by an allocate (in mc switch). Such redundancy
can be avoided by adding an extra test: mc continueconj checks the next functor, and skips the
deallocate and allocate if it is again a conjunction.

As results will show, this new ‘embedded’ meta-call results in a speedup of factor 3 to 4 over
normal meta-call. However, as will be clear from the performance evaluation in Section 6, it is not
fast enough. Also, the implementation of an embedded meta-call suffers from the drawback that
extending it to better deal with built-ins requires adding more checks in the mc switch instruction,
which is both cumbersome and likely to slow down the execution.
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5 Control flow compilation

The major reason why meta-call can be competitive with running a compiled query is that the
code for the compiled query contains instructions for setting up the arguments of the called goals
– the put instructions. This requires costly emulator cycles in compiled code, while setting up the
arguments for the meta-called goal happens in the same emulator cycle as the call itself. Moreover,
compilation itself is costly due to the non-linear allocation tasks such as assigning variables to
environment slots, managing argument registers, . . .

It would be interesting to combine this advantage of meta-interpretation (avoiding to set up
arguments to goals using put instructions), with a simple form of compilation without expensive
operations such as register allocation. Such a simple compiler would amongst others have the ad-
vantage that it can inline built-ins, and would be easy to extend. For this purpose, we introduce
control flow compilation. The idea is to generate code for a query which describes the flow of
control, but where the goals themselves are still meta-called in the sense that their arguments have
been preconstructed on the heap before the execution has started. The code generated by control
flow compilation will look very much like ordinary code, but it will not contain any instructions
related to arguments of goals, neither to variables. We illustrate the idea by a sequence of steps
that will lead to the desired compilation.

Given the query ?- a(X,Y),(b(Y,Z);c(Y,Z);d(Y,Z)). We can flatten this out into the structure
query(a(X,Y),b(Y,Z),c(Y,Z),d(Y,Z)), and generate a predicate cf call which, given this term as
an argument, executes the original query:

cf_call(Query) :-

arg(Query,1,G1),

call(G1),

( arg(Query,2,G2), ?- cf_call(query(a(X,Y),b(Y,Z),c(Y,Z),d(Y,Z))).

call(G2)

; arg(Query,3,G3),

call(G3)

; arg(Query,4,G4),

call(G4)

).

Notice how this code reflects the structure of the query, but calls the individual goals using meta-
call. Compiling this predicate results in the following WAM code:

allocate 3

getpvar Y2 A1

put_int A2 1 *

putpval Y2 A3 *

builtin_arg_3 A3 A2 A1 *

call call/1 *

trymeorelse L1

put_int A2 2 #

putpval Y2 A3 #

builtin_arg_3 A3 A2 A1 #

deallex call/1 #

L1: retrymeorelse L2
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put_int A2 3 #

putpval Y2 A3 #

builtin_arg_3 A3 A2 A1 #

deallex call/1 #

L2: trustmeorelsefail

put_int A2 4 #

putpval Y2 A3 #

builtin_arg_3 A3 A2 A1 #

deallex call/1 #

This block of instructions starts by allocating the environment on the stack, and putting the
argument of the predicate (the query/4 term) into the second variable slot of the environment, Y2.
Then, each group of instructions labeled with * and # represent the call to arg/3, immediately
followed by a call to call/1. Except for the varying integer argument for arg/3 and the call or
deallex instruction in the end, these groups are identical. We therefore merge the instructions
labeled * into a new instruction arg call, and the instructions labeled # into arg deallex. Both
instructions fetch a given argument from the structure in Y2, put it in the first argument register
for call/1, and finally either call call/1 (for arg call) or deallocate the environment and execute
call/1 (for arg deallex). If we use these new instructions, the new code for cf call becomes:

allocate 3

getpvar Y2 A1

arg_call 1

trymeorelse L1

arg_deallex 2

L1: retrymeorelse L2

arg_deallex 3

L2: trustmeorelsefail

arg_deallex 4

What remains is essentially only the control flow of the original query as can be seen in Figure 1.
Generating both the WAM code for cf call and the flat query structure used in this code is simple,
and can be done in linear time without the need of the full fledged compiler.

The standard control flow compilation scheme leaves room for some optimizations. The im-
plementation arg call and arg deallex uses call/1 which, for a goal of arity n, loops over all n
arguments of the goal, putting them in argument registers, and finally performs the call to the
goal. Since it is reasonable to assume that the goals will have a limited amount of arguments most
of the time, we can specialize arg call for goals with arguments under this limit by unrolling the
argument loop, and as such avoid a loop during each meta-call.

6 Performance measurements

The experiments we describe in this section were performed with ilProlog. The ilProlog system
was extended to support the two new approaches proposed in this paper: new abstract machine
instructions were implemented, and a light-weight compiler for the control flow compilation was
added. For both the compile & run and the control flow compilation approach, we used the facility
of ilProlog to load compiled code directly into the code area without writing it to a file. The
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Compiled code Control flow code
...

...

bldtvar A1

arg call 1putpvar Y2 A2

call a/2

trymeorelse L1 trymeorelse L1

putpval Y2 A1

arg deallex 2bldtvar A2

deallex b/2

L1: retrymeorelse L2 retrymeorelse L2

putpval Y2 A1

arg deallex 3bldtvar A2

deallex c/2

L2: trustmeorelsefail trustmeorelsefail

putpval Y2 A1

arg deallex 4bldtvar A2

deallex d/2

Figure 1: Compiled code & ‘control flow code’ for a(X,Y),(b(Y,Z);c(Y,Z);d(Y,Z))

experiments were run on a Pentium III 660 Mhz with 256 Mb main memory running Linux under
a normal load.

We generated benchmark conjunctions and disjunctions. We used two kinds of calls: either
all calls had ground arguments (e.g. a(1,1),a(1,1)), or the calls had variables as arguments
and consecutive calls shared variables (e.g. a(X,Y),a(Y,Z) or a(X,Y), a(Y,Z), ( a(Z,A),a(A,B)
; a(Z,C),a(C,D) ; a(Z,E), a(E,F))). In order to judge the performance of our approaches, the
execution time spent in the called predicates was made minimal by using deterministic predicate
definitions that are actually just facts (e.g. the fact a( X, Y). is compiled into a proceed).

The tables report on the following benchmarks:

• conj sh 65: a conjunction of 65 calls with shared variables.

• conj gr 65: a conjunction of 65 ground calls.

• conj sh 130: a conjunction of 130 calls with shared variables.

• conj gr 130: a conjunction of 130 ground calls.

• disj sh 5: a disjunction with branching factor 3, 5 consecutive calls in a branch, with shared
variables between consecutive calls and a total of 65 calls in the disjunction.

• disj gr 5: same as disj sh 5, but with ground calls.

• disj sh 10: a disjunction with branching factor 3, 10 consecutive calls in a branch, with shared
variables between consecutive calls and a total of 130 calls in the disjunction.

• disj gr 5: same as disj sh 10, but with ground calls.
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conj disj

sh 65 gr 65 sh 130 gr 130 sh 5 gr 5 sh 10 gr 10

comp 1.155 1.366 2.165 2.576 1.069 1.178 1.709 1.987

call 9.485 9.508 18.968 18.906 7.195 7.228 13.204 13.204

emc 2.269 2.265 4.450 4.430 1.740 1.757 3.178 3.165

cfcomp 1.000 1.000 1.896 1.871 1.000 1.007 1.564 1.577

Table 2: Normalized execution times.

conj disj

sh 65 gr 65 sh 130 gr 130 sh 5 gr 5 sh 10 gr 10

comp 11.484 8.120 23.872 16.170 10.598 7.356 21.048 14.257

cfcomp 1.000 1.025 1.965 1.962 1.000 0.952 1.752 1.775

Table 3: Normalized compilation times.

The results in Table 2, 3, and 4 are normalized with respect to the control flow compilation case,
namely with respect to conj sh 65 for the conj benchmarks and with respect to disj sh 5 for the
disj benchmarks. Table 2 shows the normalized execution time of a query when it is executed using
compile & run (comp), meta-call (call), embedded meta-call (emc), and control flow compiled code
(cfcomp). Embedding the meta-call results in a substantial improvement over normal meta-call,
which is of course due to the massive instruction compression. However, statically compiling the
control flow seems to have an even bigger impact on the execution time: there is a speedup of up to
a factor 9 over normal meta-call, and it even results in slightly faster execution than compiled code,
making it the fastest approach of all four. This is mainly caused by the fact that compiled code
needs extra work to set up each call as opposed to the other three approaches. Both the normal
and the embedded meta-call also benefit from this fact, but there is apparently too much overhead
in having to deal with the control flow at run time to be an improvement over normal compilation.

For the compiled code, the execution of the ground queries is slower than the execution of the
queries with variables. This is due to the instruction merging of subsequent putpval and putpvar

instructions in ilProlog, which reduces the number of emulator cycles for the benchmarks with
shared variables. For the other three approaches, the kind of arguments in the calls makes no
difference as they all meta-call their goals. For all four execution schemes, the execution time is
linear in the number of calls as expected.

The calls in the benchmarks have only two arguments. When the number of arguments in-
creases, the number of emulation cycles for the compile & run approach also increases , whereas
the effect on the meta-call based approaches will be less important. So, we claim that when the
number of arguments is higher than 2, the meta-called approaches will perform even better com-
pared to compile & run.

conj disj

sh 65 gr 65 sh 130 gr 130 sh 5 gr 5 sh 10 gr 10

comp 1.961 2.911 3.882 5.793 1.927 2.772 4.265 5.443

cfcomp 1.000 1.000 1.961 1.961 1.000 1.000 1.890 1.890

Table 4: Normalized code size.
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Figure 2: Cost (compilation + execution) of running disj sh 5 on a varying amount of examples

Table 3 shows the time needed for compiling a query using the normal compiler (comp) and
control flow compilation (cfcomp). The control flow compilation is up to an order of magnitude
faster than normal compilation. It also generates up to 3 times less code than normal compilation,
as can be seen in Table 4. The instruction merging also has an impact on the code size of the
compiled queries, explaining the difference in size between the compiled ground queries and queries
with variables. For the benchmarks, full compilation takes about 10 times longer than control flow
compilation.

Since in the ILP setting each query is compiled only once, but is run many times (once for each
example), it is interesting to get a better idea for which number of examples it pays off to do full
compilation. Therefore, let (c + r ∗ e) be the total time for executing a query on r examples, with
c the compilation time of the query and e the execution time for one run of the query. Computing
the average over all examples (c + r ∗ e)/r gives us an estimate of the cost of evaluating a query
on one example. For the benchmark query disj sh 5, this cost is plotted in function of the number
of examples in Figure 2. For the meta-call and the embedded meta-call, the function is constant,
namely the execution time for running the query once. Normal meta-call is cheaper than compile
& run below 200 examples, and cheaper than control flow compilation below 17 examples. The
embedded meta-call is cheaper than compile & run below 2000 examples, and cheaper than control
flow compilation below 150 examples. Control flow compilation always outperforms compile & run.

7 Discussion and future work

When we started with this work, we hoped that an embedded implementation of the meta-call
would be competitive with the execution after a full compilation. As it turned out, this is not true:
the embedded meta-call is slower by a factor two, and the slowdown became prominent when on
top of conjunctions, also disjunctions were supported. We think we can still improve the embedded
meta-call, but this is not our priority at the moment.
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Figure 3: Memory layout for control flow compilation

Because the embedded meta-call did not live up to our expectations, we started investigating the
compilation of the control flow only: it bears resemblance with structure sharing implementations
of Prolog, but without some of its disadvantages. Execution of the code obtained by compiling
only the control flow is competitive with the execution of fully compiled code. We have shown
this for ordinary disjunctions and conjunctions, and we are confident that this result will carry
over to the case of query packs: when going to query packs, the only difference in the generated
code concerns the disjunction related instructions, and they are the same in both schemas. This is
further supported by the fact that pack compilation takes about as long as full compilation of the
corresponding disjunction. In the context of decision tree learning, it means that we can achieve a
ten-fold speed-up of the pack compilation time without increasing the execution time. Since pack
compilation time takes from 50 to 100% of the pack execution time, we can expect a good overall
speed-up, which moreover scales nicely when the decision trees become larger.

So, our main future work is in adapting control flow compilation such that query packs [3] and
other related execution mechanisms [6] are supported.

We also intend to work on improving control flow compilation: it can be seen in Figure 3 that the
arg call instruction needs two indirections to get at the called term. This can be reduced to one
indirection with a more clever layout for the query structure. Another improvement concerns the
inlining of built-ins in the query, even during control flow compilation. The built-in optimization
seems impossible in the context of the embedded meta-call.

One issue mentioned in the introduction was incremental compilation: much of the complexity of
incremental (full) compilation comes from having to deal with variables, i.e. variable classification,
stack slot allocation and (abstract machine) register allocation. The control flow compilation never
needs to deal with variables, and incremental compilation becomes a more attractive possibility
again.
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